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“ A boy from the hinterlands of Jharkhand”

— Manish Kumar Mehta
Mechanical Engg. ,  BIT Sindri

Batch : 2016-20
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My family
I have a strong supporting father with a caring
mother and one sibling.

INTRODUCTION

1.

2.

My schooling
I did matriculation from ST. Augustine High
School,Hazaribagh with 8.6 CGPA  in CBSE
Board.
I did intermediate from RDS Inter college,
Chatra with 73.20% in JAC Board

Challenges I faced
1 .  During my school days there was electricity problem in my  village so many a times I
studied under candle light or lamp till std 10th.
2 . After 10th I went to main town of my district and there I lived in a rented house with my
friends.Everyday we had to cook our food by self which was a tough task for us.
3. Since my financial condition was not good so I used to provide home tuition to reduce the
burden of  my family.
4.Somehow I manage to cook our meal, do the self study & home tuition and there I learnt
to hard work and importance of time management.
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College stats

During First year I was mostly
involved in college fests, sports
etc.Senior junior interaction was

really a fun .Then from my second
year I started focusing on my

academics and softskills.Apart
from academics I served as a
mess incharge of my hostel

during 3rd year. I’m in a team of
student mentor made by our

director sir.We guide and clear
the doubts of 1st year students

regarding different career options
and college placements

“My friends said”

In the end of 3rd semester I
made a Youtube Channel where

I I upload general concepts of
mechanical engg. Now my
channel is having 16000+

Subscribers so friends used to
call me “Mr. Youtuber”. I  used to

help my friends during
semester nights My friends tell
me i explain the topics in very

easy style.So to use my
teaching skill for the society  I

will always share my knowledge
through youtube while doing job

also.

“My teachers/others said”

In my first year my avg cgpa was
7.5 .  Seniors explained me the
importance of marks for Higher

studies and college placement so
I worked hard & improved my
marks to avg 8.5 CGPA. I was

also 2nd branch topper in 6th sem
with 9.07 cgpa. During my four
years of BIT I have made very

good relations with professors
and alumni during alumni meet.I
done my internship in Tata steel
with the help an alumnus.Good

relationship with professors
helped me a lot for my final year
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Financial facts about my situation and difficulties in
buying a laptop.

My father is a farmer. I’m  fortunate that i,’m in
BIT Sindri which has very nominal fee so somehow

my father could managed my fee and other expenses.
 He can’t afford a laptop for me and we all know

how much a laptop is needed for an engg. Student.
But through the help of Anant Prayas I could able to buy

the laptop which makes me feel so grateful to all the
 Anant prayas members.

 

FACT
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2.

3.

4.

 1.  I gave lots of  GATE test series & scored
55 marks in GATE 2020.I will work hard &

will try to perform better next year.

I watched lots of video lectures and
made my mechanical subjects stronger.

I learnt tools of micrsoft excel and ppt.

I also used to read  Novels and books in
laptop.

 

 Benefit which I got  from
usage of LAPTOP



How did i applied

I came across a notification on facebook
about Anant Prayas  where a senior was
holding a laptop.There was the link to a

form & I filled it. After some rounds I got
my name in the final list.My whole family
member were so Happy when they heard

the news of my selection in Laptop
distribution round.

I  managed to get the financing Of
the Laptop with the aid of

 Anant Prayas Foundation
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3 Me with my friends in
BIT SINDRI
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Finally I would like to thank Aaloka sir & all the
alumni who are supporting Anant prayas team for
distribution of laptop to the BIT Sindri students at

the time of their crucial need.

I would like to request all the alumni of BIT Sindri to
come forward and give their valuable contribution to

Anant prayas as it helps many student of alma
mater  to achieve their dream.

One day will surely come when all the needy
students of our alma mater will have their own
laptop through the effort of Anant Prayas team.
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I have been recruited in Amalgam Steel,
Jamshedpur through the campus
placement. I will start to re-pay after
joining this year.

OUR ALMA MATER
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“
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BECAUSE SOMEONE CARED
WE WIN EVERYDAY



THANK YOU


